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Abstract
The Yellow River Piano Concerto (1969) by Yin Chengzong (1941–present) and other
committee members (Chu Wanghua, Liu Zhuang, Sheng Lihong, Shi Shucheng, and Xu
Feixing), the most popular piano concerto in China, was composed at the time of the Cultural
Revolution. It was written as an arrangement of the Yellow River Cantata composed by Xian
Xinghai (1905–1945) in 1939 at the height of the Anti-Japanese War (1937–1945). Yin and
his work played a critical role in making the piano the most popular instrument among a new
generation of Chinese performers and composers.
I examined some articles, journals and dissertations form both America and China.In
addition to focusing on the political field, this DMA document also analyzes the composition,
exploring the importance and performance difficulties from the standpoint of a pianist.This
document has three chapters and a conclusion. The first chapter introduces the historical
background of twentieth-century China, especially music during the Cultural Revolution. For
the second chapter, I discuss the Yellow River Cantata and the birth of the Yellow River
Piano Concerto, covering all six composers involved in the two works. For chapter three, I
analyze the music score, focusing primarily on the piano part. Then I combine my practical
experience to explore the difficulties of performance.
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Chapter 1 Historical Background
The Yellow River Piano Concerto was composed in 1969, during the Chinese Cultural
Revolution, which is a special time in China, so this work is not only a musical work, but also
a history epitome. The Chinese Cultural Revolution, from May 1966 – October 1976, was a
sociopolitical movement in China launched by Mao Zedong,1 the president at that time. Mao
has been credited with transforming China from a semi - colony to a powerful sovereign state
with increased literacy and life expectancy,2 but also ruled an autocratic and totalitarian
regime responsible for mass repression, as well as the destruction of religious and cultural
artifacts and sites.3 The purpose of this movement was to prevent the restoration of
capitalism and maintain the purity of the Communist Party of China (CPC) and to use
Maoism (Mao Zedong thought) as the dominant ideology in the Communist Party of China.
The reason why this Revolution was named “Culture” was that it was triggered by “criticism”
in the cultural field.
The enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau held by the CPC Central Committee in
May 1966 and the 11th plenary session of the 8th CPC Central Committee in August 1966
marked the full launch of the Cultural Revolution.

1
Mao Zedong: 1893–1976, also known as chairman Mao. He ruled as the chairman of the Chinese Communist Party from its
establishment in 1949 until his death in 1976. His political policies are known as Maoism.
2
Alexander Pantsov and Alexander Levine,:Mao: The Real Story. (Simon & Schuster,2013), 574.
3
David Kaiser, The Cultural Revolution and the History of Totalitarianism. Time. Retrieved December 14, 2020.
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Figure 1: On September 15, 1966, people supported the decision of the 11th plenary
session of the 8th CPC Central Committee in Beijing Tiananmen Square (from Renming
Huabao, Volume 11, 1966).

The Cultural Revolution which lasted for ten years and caused serious disasters to the
people broke out. On November 10, 1965, Shanghai Wenhui Bao published Yao Wenyuan’s
article Evaluate Hai Rui’s Dismissal, which was the fuse of the Cultural Revolution. This
article criticizes Wu Han, vice mayor of Beijing, thought by the central leadership to have an
anti-revolutionary motive. In May 1966, Jiang Qing,4 Zhang Chunqiao and others set up the
Central Cultural Revolution Group to lead the cultural revolution. Since then, the Cultural
Revolution was launched very quickly. Students in the universities and middle schools took
the lead in the campaign. In a short time, the “Red Guards” organizations established by
students swarmed up. Lin Biao5 also began to advocate personal worship, saying that
“Chairman Mao is a genius and every sentence of Chairman Mao is truth, more than 10000 of

4

Jiang Qing: (1914–1991), also known as Madame Mao, was a Chinese Communist Revolutionary, actress, and major
political figure during the Cultural Revolution. She was the fourth wife of Mao Zedong.
5
Lin Biao: (1907–1971) was a Marshal of the People’s Republic of China who was pivotal in the Communist victory in the
Chinese Civil War, especially in Northeast China. Since the late 1970s, Lin and Mao’s wife Jiang Qing has been labeled the
two major “counter-revolutionary forces” of the Cultural Revolution, receiving official blame from the Chinese government
for the worst excesses of that period.
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us”, “his words are the criteria of our actions, and whoever opposes him will be punished by
the whole Party and the whole country.”6

Figure 2: Mao’s little red book – Ana from Mao

Figure 3: People’s wedding on 1966, Participants were surrounded by a wedding car with
a portrait of Mao Zedong

The Red Guard movement developed rapidly. At first, the Red Guard Movement broke
away from the “Four Olds” (the so-called old ideas, old culture, old customs, and old habits).
It then developed into house hunting, beating people, and smashing things. Innumerable
excellent cultural classics were burned, a large number of national cultural relics were looted,
and many intellectuals, democrats, and cadres were criticized. The destruction of social order,

6

Guo Dajun: Contemporary Chinese history. (Beijing Normal University Press, 2011), 158.
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democracy, and the legal system by the Red Guard movement aroused dissatisfaction and
resistance from Party organizations and many cadres and masses. However, such
dissatisfaction and resistance were regarded as an implementatiion of the “Bourgeois
Reactionary Line” at that time. Liu Shaoqi,7 vice president of the state, and Deng Xiaoping,8
were identified as representatives of the “Bourgeois Reactionary Line”. The movement soon
spread from the field of literature and art to the society, and social unrest began to appear.
The tide of rebellion extended to the industrial and agricultural fields in an all-around way.

Figure 4: In November 1966, red guards smashed a watch store

7
Liu Shaoqi: (1898–1969) was a Chinese revolutionary, politician, and theorist. He was Chairman of the NPC Standing
Committee from 1954 to 1959, First Vice Chairman of the Communist Party of China from 1956 to 1966 and Chairman of
the People's Republic of China.
8
Deng Xiaoping: (1904–1997) was a Chinese revolutionary and statesman who served as the paramount leader of the
People's Republic of China from December 1978 to November 1989. After Mao Zedong died in 1976, Deng gradually rose
to supreme power and led China through a series of far-reaching market-economy reforms, earning him the reputation as the
"Architect of Modern China".
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Figure 5: People with the Little Red Book

Seizing power in an all-around way intensified the factional struggle. In order to fight for
power and profit, various rebel organizations formed gangs and fought fiercely, resulting in
numerous disputes and conflicts and even cruel fighting. In the summer and autumn of 1967,
these months were the most violent period of national turmoil and social disaster since the
Cultural Revolution was launched. After 1973, Jiang Qing, Zhang Chunqiao,9 Yao
Wenyuan10 and Wang Hongwen11 formed a “Gang of Four” in the Political Bureau of the
CPC Central Committee.

Zhang Chunqiao: (1917–2005) was a prominent Chinese political theorist, writer, and politician. He came to the national
spotlight during the late stages of the Cultural Revolution, and was a member of the ultra-Maoist group dubbed the “Gang of
Four”.
10
Yao Wenyuan: (1931–2005) was a Chinese literary critic, a politician, and a member of the Gang of Four during China’s
Cultural Revolution.
11
Wang Hongwen: (1935–1992) was a Chinese labour activist and politician. He was an important political figure during
the Cultural Revolution. He was the youngest member of the political clique “Gang of Four.” During the Cultural Revolution,
Wang rose from a member of the working class to become one of the foremost members of the national leadership of the
Communist Party of China.
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The long-term and repeated Cultural Revolution made people more and more tired of
continuous political movements. It became an urgent demand for cadres and masses to hope
for social stability, economic development, and improvement of their lives. 1976 was a
crucial year of the cultural revolution. When the Cultural Revolution entered its tenth year,
the dissatisfaction with the Cultural Revolution and the resentment against the “Gang of four”
accumulated by the broad masses of cadres and people for a long time finally broke out
around April 1976. On January 8, Zhou Enlai died. The “Gang of Four” not only issued
various prohibitions to suppress mourning activities but also stepped up its “great criticism”
of Deng Xiaoping.12 On April 4, during the Qingming Festival, from the end of March,
people in Beijing spontaneously gathered in Tiananmen Square to commemorate the death of
Zhou Enlai. At the same time, some people protested against the “Gang of Four.”

Figure 6: People spontaneously gathered in Tiananmen Square for Zhou’s death

12
Teiwes, Frederick C., and Warren Sun. “The First Tiananmen Incident Revisited: Elite Politics and Crisis Management at
the End of the Maoist Era.” Pacific Affairs 77, no. 2 (2004), 211–35.
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On September 9, 1976, Mao Zedong passed away. The “Gang of Four” organized militia
in Shanghai intending to seize power. On October 6, with the support of Ye Jianying, vice
chairman of the Central Military Commission, and Wang Dongxing, director of the general
office of the Central Committee, Premier Hua Guofeng of the State Council arrested all the
members of the “Gang of Four” on the spot in the name of notifying the members of the
“Gang of Four” to hold a meeting. On October 7, the Political Bureau of the CPC Central
Committee decided that Hua Guofeng would become president of China. This event was
called “Smashing the Gang of Four,” and the Cultural Revolution came to an end.
In this so-called “Great Revolution,” many leading cadres of the central party,
government, army, leaders of democratic parties, celebrities from all walks of life, and the
masses, were falsely accused and persecuted. Party and government organs at all levels,
people’s congresses, and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference organizations at
all levels were paralyzed and became abnormal for a long time. Public security, procuratorial,
judicial and other organs of dictatorship and organs of maintaining social order have been
confused.13
Intellectuals were regarded as reactionaries, bourgeoisie, and reactionary academic
authority. They were widely criticized and persecuted, and even belittled as “Rotten Old
Nine.”14 The ten-year Cultural Revolution suspended all schools in the country, and the
college entrance examination was canceled. In the years since the beginning of the cultural
revolution, China’s educational institutions at all levels and major ones were basically

13

Song, Yongyi, “Chronology of Mass Killings during the Chinese Cultural Revolution (1966-1976)”. Sciences, Retrieved
December 27, 2019.
14
Rotten Old Nine: After liberation, especially after the cultural revolution, intellectuals ranked ninth behind landlords, rich
peasants, counter - revolutionaries, villains, Rightists, secret agents, traitors, and capitalist vagrants.
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devastated. Library collections were burned, fighting was been launched on campuses,
teachers were humiliated and beaten in public, and all teaching and scientific research work
were stopped. During the cultural revolution, intellectuals were not respected. Most of them
were sent to do manual labor, while some were cruelly treated, and their property was
confiscated. Many well-known scholars bear the humiliation and choose to commit suicide.
According to the Beijing Daily, on December 20th, 1980, people were killed in Beijing,
including teachers and principals of many schools, and 33.695 households were ransacked. It
would cause irreversible damage to China’s educational resources and human resources.

Figure 7: Lingyin Temple in Hangzhou, a famous cultural relic, was destroyed
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Chapter 2 Birth of Yellow River Concerto
2.1 Yellow River Cantata
The Yellow River has a particular position in China. It is the second -longest river in
China. The Yellow River gave birth to the Chinese civilization, during the Stone Age, it
formed the earliest Neolithic civilization in China. In Chinese history, the capitals of many
dynasties were near the Yellow River, so it is also called the “Mother River.”

Figure 8: The blue line is Yellow River

The Yellow River Cantata is Xian Xinghai’s most essential and influential large choral
vocal suite. It was made in March 1939 and reorganized in the Soviet Union in 1941. This
work’s lyrics were written by the poet Guang Weiran,15 with the Yellow River as the
background. The song is impassioned, which played an inspiring role in China’s Anti Japanese War.
Xian Xinghai was born to a low-income family. He was gifted in music since childhood
and gradually realized his dream of music and came to the composition class of Paris
15
Guang Weiran (1913–2002), formerly known as Zhang Guangnian, a Chinese poet and military leader. He is best known
for writing the poem that inspired the Yellow River Cantata.
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Conservatory of Music, which was famous in the world at that time. At the end of 1935, Xian
Xinghai returned to Shanghai after studying for five years in France. In Shanghai, he chose
his way of artistic creation to explore and create popular music with Chinese national
characteristics.
In 1925, at the age of 13, Guang Weiran(Zhang Guangnian’s pseudonym), the lyricist
of the Yellow River Cantata, took part in the revolution with the progressive youth in his
hometown in Hubei Province. At the age of 15, he became a full member of the Communist
Party of China. At the age of 20, he entered the Chinese Department of Wuchang Zhonghua
University to study, founded a student drama troupe, organized Anti -Japanese and national
salvation activities, and wrote articles on national salvation. GuangWeiran once served as the
Secretary of the Secretariat of the Chinese Writers Association and the Party group secretary
of the Chinese Writers Association.
In October 1938, after the fall of Wuhan, the poet Guang Weiran led the third anti enemy
drama team to cross the Yellow River from near hukou, Yichuan County, Shanxi Province, to
the Anti - Japanese base of Luliang Mountain. On the way, he witnessed the Yellow River
Boatman fighting against the fierce wind and waves and listened to the boatman’s
high-pitched and melodious songs. Guang Weiran said in a later interview: “the experience of
crossing the Yellow River for the first time is unforgettable for all the comrades of the third
acting team and me. It was the feeling of crossing the river and watching Hukou Waterfall
after crossing the river that inspired me to create the Yellow River.” In January 1939, when
Guang Weiran arrived in Yan’an, he wrote the recitation poem “The Yellow River Chant”
and recited it at the New Year’s Eve Party of that year. After hearing this, Xian Xinghai was
10

very excited and said that he wanted to create “the Yellow River Cantata” for the acting team.
In March of the same year, in a simple earthen kiln in Yan’an, Xian Xinghai wrote for six
consecutive days with an illness, and completed the composition of the Yellow River Cantata
on March 31, in order to write the song Yellow River, the birthplace of the Chinese nation,
warmly eulogizes the unyielding belief of the Chinese people in defending the motherland.
Without seeing the spectacular scenery of the boatman crossing the river bravely, Xian
Xinghai repeatedly asked Wu Xiling, who was in charge of the command, about the Yellow
River and asked him to imitate the boatman’s chant. While humming, Wu kept explaining
and doing movements with his hands from time to time. All these gave Xian Xinghai great
inspiration. In writing, Xian tried to create a national music melody and melodic style, so he
avoided using a large number of Western religious format.
In HuangheBenshi16, GuangWeiran wrote the story described by the Yellow River
Cantata.
“淆㮵ᷧ⁸凳旆䖆㬖橆澱䊲☪ᶜ㰴⊡ᵍᴌ澱季⺃䙂ᴯ≐㬓㓑ḡ⠩䖆䯀䡠ȿ⋦⺂
᷌㙧澱⠜⬓嫙ᶼᴼ⪅屠构䙂㩎䙂ȿ☪Ɇ淆㮵⠩⌊ɇᴯ澱⭗⸂ᶈᴂⵇ⟰⠩䖆⿵⎎䊲
⪠䖆☀䐽ȿ
ᵎᶓ㷣⠫澱⿌㲝㇏⮺澱淆㮵䖆儻⠭澱☪㖶某旪ᴯ㌑ㄚ澱䷑廉ᶈ≅庝ᴉ凨䷊ᶐℲ廀
⮺ȿ廛季⺃䙂ㄓᷮḡ⠩䖆㬓㓑⎎ᶼ㬓䦃䜶⿌㲝榉㱬儮䖆惏惏◲旀澱䷊ᶐ⋘⺙庋䁎䖆俞Åȿ
ᶐ㔱☪槚⭳ᵍⳇ澱䊲ᶈ㓸ᷥ䖆㩎ㅍ澱ᷘᷥ坪䙂䡘◿凳⇉䖆⁁⡵澱㩎构䙂淆㮵澱
境⩨䙂ᷘ䖆㢞㜹澱ῑᷘᴂ㜹ḡ⠩Ⱦ♜⸼ȿ
㬓㓑䖆嫙ᶼ☪ᶜ㰴⳪ᶼ晤⅏澱⁶屹ᶈ⼂⋦䖆⻅⿇ȿᷘ⌓䙂淆㮵⳪ᶼ澱⏯嫋ㄓᷮ㬓㓑
䖆㾀旀ȿᷘ䘍壃⳪ᶼ悔㙧ᶈ澱㊂屹ᷘ䖆⼔㲝澱⋓ᷘ䖆䇄⋭澱⏏ⶖ䙂䡘◿㷣⭳彏惐䖆ㄚ
㒙䖆㩎⟲ȿ淆㮵ᴞ⮺澱㮅⟦≅惎澱䐹⡵伃僬⺙⁸ᵒ澱ᴂ㓨㖶㑎ặ澱㙧ᶈ䒱䇄䖆㙂
Ḧ澱⢽䢽⩒㑥澱ᴂ䅉ȿ
ᴦᴬ㱃ᶣ䖆伃ᵣ澱☪淆㮵庻ᴌᴏ㘡伎彉澱ᷘᷮ⌆僬嫋嫶䙂僬ⳳ䖆⍿廒澱䷊ᶐᴂ⌎崑
ᴌᶈㄚ㒙䖆录峱ȿ䀸伎ᷘ䖆⢽⩒澱ᴂᴬᵣ㙓⢉⡵澱⠳㊋ᶈᴊ⠭澱⠳㊋ᶈ⬑⩫澱僬ⳳᵡ彯
Ⅎ惐ⁿ䖆嵄嶑澱☪ᴂᴬ某凨旪ᵍ⠞澱όό☲峓Ⅎ淆㮵庻ᴌ澱䷑廉ᴂ攷⾴䖆⏯嫋澱ề
㆗嶭Ⅎ㷜㷜䖆淆㮵㯤㲝ᵍᴯȿ



Weiran Guang and Xinghai Xian. Yellow River Cantata. (Beijing: People’s Music Publishing House, 1980).
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廛㓸☪㮵ᴞ澱㮵∙澱☪ᴉ⭳ᴝᴯ澱☪晔䶳ⴒ惎澱◝晤㒻忿≹屹ᶈ⠏᷉䖆⳪㱬澱ᴯ
≐㬓㓑Ḛ䣂䖆⁁⡵㩥☪ᴼở≭淆㮵Ⱦở≭䡘◿伎ㄚȿ
⼔⌾〈澱淆㮵澦⌓䙂ᴯ◿垭⊍廭䖆ᶼ㬓澱⌓䙂ᴘ䑎垭⊍廭䖆ᶼ㬓澱⋓ㄚ㒙䖆
婨⋹〈澦──ㄓᷮᷥ坪ᶖᴉᴉᶼ㬓ᴼ䡘◿䖆㘂⌐俞Å伎⍒⒌䙂.”
“With its heroic spirit, the Yellow River appears on the Asian plain, symbolizing the
great spirit of the Chinese nation. Since ancient times, how many poets have praised and sung
for it. In the Yellow River Cantata, there is a picture of fantasy and reality.
The boatman of the Yellow River, fighting in the storm, finally reached the other side
after many hardships. This symbolizes that our great nation and people have broken through
many difficulties and finally won a brilliant victory.
So on the top of the mountain, there is a singer of the times, who represents the brave
children of the motherland, praises the Yellow River, and wants to follow his example, be as
great and strong as him.
In front of the Asian giants, the national poets are in the mood of nostalgia. He cried to
the Yellow River giant about the disaster of our nation. He saw the giant wake up, set off his
waves, issued his wild cry, in response to the fighting song of the motherland. On the East
Bank of the Yellow River, the fertile soil is thousands of miles away. Men and women, old
and young, enjoy themselves. Once the enemy invades, it will bring about Crazy killing.
Their wives and children will be separated and desolate.
Two exiled villagers meet unexpectedly on the edge of the Yellow River. They tell their
destiny and finally set foot on the road of fighting together. However, his wife, a rural woman,
lost her husband, lost her child, and was also ravaged by wild animals. On a miserable night,

12

she secretly ran to the edge of the Yellow River. After a sad cry, she threw herself into the
rolling waves of the Yellow River.
At this time, in Hedong, Hebei, in the mountains, in the green gauze tent, the waves of
revenge are rolling up in all directions, and the outstanding sons and daughters of the Chinese
nation are fighting to defend the Yellow River and the motherland.
Roar, Yellow River! To the oppressed people all over China, to the oppressed people
worldwide, send out the battle alarm! On behalf of 50000 people, we are shouting for the
final victory of our motherland.”
The Yellow River Cantata has eight movements, and at the beginning of each chapter,
there is a music recitation.
I.

Song of the Yellow River Boatmen, (mixed chorus, original version is male voice).
Recitation: (㘍⋍澦ṢℲ廉淆㮵⌙濄Ṣ㴣廉淆㮵⌙濄Ṣ廚媲⺙㮵ᴌ䖆儻⠭ㇾ䙂
⼩⍿⎎⿌㲝榉㱬㌑ㄚ䖆⿇㕱⌙濄⢄㚞Ṣ䷑⻚㊋䖆嫟澱徥ᵊṢ⌮〈澦) Friend!
Have you ever been to the Yellow River? Do you cross the Yellow River? Do
you remember the boatman on the river fighting with your life and the rough seas?
If you’ve forgotten, then listen!

II. Ode to The Yellow River, (tenor or baritone solo). Recitation: (澦㘍⋍澦淆㮵ᷧ⪅
凳旆䖆㬖橆澱䊲☪ᶜ㰴䖆⊡惐澱⪅坪䊲ㄓᷮ㬓㓑䖆䯀䡠澿ḡ⠩伎Ⰹ槚澦
廛惎澱ㄓᷮ⌓䙂淆㮵澱䙂ㄓᷮ䖆屠㩎ȿ) Ah! friend! With its heroic spirit, the
Yellow River appears in the wilderness of Asia. It shows the spirit of our nation:
great and lofty! Here, we are singing our praises to the Yellow River.
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III. Yellow River’s Water from Heaven Descends, (recitation of music poems, the
original was accompanied by three strings, and later by pipa). Recitation: (淆㮵澦
ㄓᷮ境⩨ᵢṢ䖆㢞㜹澱ῑṢᴂ㜹䖆ḡ⠩♜⸼ȿ廛惎澱ㄓᷮ境☪Ṣ䖆晤⅏澱䈰
ᴂ梘撁嫙澱⏯嫋ㄓᷮ㬓㓑䖆㾀旀ȿ)Yellow River! We should learn from your
example and be as great and strong as you. Here, we would like to present a long
poem in front of you, crying about the disaster of our nation.
IV. Ballad of The Yellow Waters, (two female chorus, original version for chorus).
Recitation: (㔱䖆澱ㄓᷮ㔱淆㮵䖆⁁⡵澦ㄓᷮ兲凨⡍㒙澱ᴂ⠫⠫☲㊧廓俞Åȿ
Ṉ㔱澱㑎ᶼᴂ⠫ᴏ㲊㽯澱ㄓᷮềᴂ⠫ᴏ俿⪋嶭激ᴏợ澱Ṣ⌮⌮㮵ᴞ㬓ḙ䓝凨
䖆⍽⌡ȿ)Yes, we are the children of the Yellow River! We are working hard and
approaching victory day by day. However, if the enemy is not eliminated one day,
we will not be able to settle down one day; If you don’t believe it, listen to the
painful groans of the people in Hedong.
V. Dialogue Song by The Yellow River, (male duet and mixed chorus, the original is
male duet). Recitation: (⢽䢽⩒㑥澱⠫⌆ᴂ㒻澦Ṉ㔱澱ᶼᷮ旀录㬺廞弅ᶣ濄Ṣ
⌮⌮〈澱廛㔱淆㮵庻ᴌᴦᴬ伃ᵣ䖆⫻ȿ)The wife is separated from the
children, and the world is all the way! But will people always flee? Listen, this is
the duet of two old townships on the Yellow River.
VI. Lament to The Yellow River, (soprano solo, the concert often according to the
revised version add the three female voice accompaniment). Recitation: (㘍⋍澦ㄓ
ᷮ境ㅕ◠伃⪸⊽澦伃⪸䷑⠬ᴏㄒ嫟ᶈ澦嬃㮣㘋⢽⩒⁁⡵澱嬃俿⻏⋙㑎ᶼ䖆
㨼濄ᶴ䄳䖆⌎俠ᷮ澦Ṣ⌮⌮ᴂᴬ⢉ᶼ⾴䖆㩎⟲ȿ)Friend! We’re going back
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home! My hometown has become too much nonsense! Who has no wife and
children, who can bear the bullying of the enemy? Dear fellow citizens! Listen to
the sad song of a woman.
VII. Defending the Yellow River, (Carousel). Recitation: (Ṉ㔱澱ᴯ≐㬓㓑䖆⁁⡵澱嬃
ぁ】ῑ䈬二ᴂ儮᷽ᶼ⪲ⅴ濄ㄓᷮㆳ⪜⻇俞䖆₵⻅澱ở≭淆㮵澦ở≭≐∙澦ở
≭ᴯ◿澦)But, children of the Chinese nation, who would like to be slaughtered
like pigs and sheep? We are determined to win and defend the Yellow River!
Defend North China! Defend China!
VIII.

Shout Aloud, Yellow River! (Mixed chorus). Recitation: (⌮澿䋢㭡☪⼔⌾澦ㅮ
⩒㭡☪⼔⌾澦澦淆㮵澦㊂屹Ṣ䖆⼔㲝澱⋓Ṣ䖆䇄⋭澱⌓䙂ᴯ◿垭⊍廭
䖆ᶼ㬓澱⌓䙂ᴘ䑎垭⊍廭䖆ᶼ㬓澱⋓Ṣㄚ㒙䖆婨⋹〈澦)Listen, the Pearl
River is roaring! The Yangtze River is roaring! Ah! Yellow River! Set off your
angry waves, send out your wild cry, and send out your battle warning to the
oppressed people in China and the world!

Each movement has relative independence, making a sharp contrast in content, singing
form and musical image. At the same time, the whole song is closely linked to the basic
theme of the liberation struggle of the Chinese nation. The whole work has a high degree of
unity, such as the echo of the first and last chorus, the alternation of the middle movements,
the summary of the last movement, and the recitation before each movement. The musical
language is bright and concise, popular and easy to understand, and has a distinctive national
style. The choral technique is rich and colorful, the symphony of the orchestra is played, and
the grand scale and heroic spirit of the whole piece constitutes the original artistic
15

characteristics of this work. In the artistic form, innovation and feature are that poetry reading
and music are equally important. This is a poetic Symphony Chorus. As a reciting poet and
actor, it is understandable why Guang Weiran want to explore this new art form.
In addition to a mixed chorus, there is a women’s chorus, solo female voice, male poetry
recitation, and solo male voice; various musical structures are used in the chorus suite. They
have a common feature: the use of music materials is a very concentrated, rich, colorful, and
concise combination. Some movements even use only a limited number of tones of labor
chants, along with their variations and extensions to form a complete piece, which is easy to
sing and remember and has solid and distinct feelings.
On March 31, 1939, Wu Xiling got all the manuscripts of the Yellow River Cantata from
Xian Xinghai. The next day, the third acting team began to rehearse in a cave in Yan’an. In
order to improve the level of singing, Wu Xiling presided over a week of study; he gave a
group lesson, and each team member chose to learn a new song and perform during each
meeting. He also asked Xian Xinghai for coaching. There were only more than 30 people in
the chorus, which was divided into four voices.17 There was a lack of orchestra instruments
in Yan’an at that time, so Xian Xinghai pieced together eleven kinds of Chinese and Western
instruments that could be found in Yan’an. Composer Li Huanzhi recalled: “all musical
instruments are used as much as possible, except three or four violins, have erhu, Sanxian,
dizi, Liuxian, and percussion instruments. If there is no music stand, it should be built with a

17
Dong Wen, “Wei Kangzhan Fachu Nuhou, Wei Dazhong Puchu Husheng de ‘Yellow River Cantata”.
YangguangwangYule.September21,2015.http://gscq.cnr.cn/gbgx/20150921/t20150921_519921389.shtml
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wooden board. If there is no bass instrument, make it by themselves. “Even the gasoline
barrel has been changed into a double bass.”18
On April 13, the Yellow River Cantata premiered in the auditorium of the Yan’an
Shanbei Public School. Wu Xiling conducted the three anti enemy drama teams. Guang
Weiran went on stage to recite “Yellow River’s Water from Heaven Descends”. The
performance was a great success. According to conductor Yan Liangkun,19 the first
performance abroad of the Yellow River Cantata was performed in 1942 in the Yunnan Guild
Hall in Mandalay, Myanmar. It was performed by the overseas Chinese war workers chorus
of Myanmar for three consecutive days, conducted by Zhao Zhe and directed by Li Ling, and
again recited by Guang Weiran. In 1949, at the United Nations General Assembly in New
York, the American performed the English version of the Yellow River Cantata., with famous
black bass singer, Paul Robertson, singing the part of Ode to the Yellow River. In 1956, the
Yellow River Cantata, performed in Moscow, was performed by the all-Soviet Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus. It was directed by Li Delun, sung by Guo Shuzhen, and directed by
Yan Liangkun. Guo Shuzhen sang in Chinese, and the chorus sang in Russian.

18
Cao Liqun. “Yellow River Cantata Beihou de Gushi.”Zhongguo Xinwen Zhoukan.March 8, 2018.
https://www.thepaper.cn/newsDetail_forward_2022007
19
Yan Liangkun: (1923–2017), a Chinese conductor, is one of the founders of the China Symphony Orchestra. He taught
music theory and harmony by learning from Xian Xinghai. In 1938, he began his commanding career in the Anti-Japanese
national salvation singing movement. Yan Liangkun is one of the founders of the professional chorus in China.
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2.2 The Committee of the Yellow River Concerto Composition
Yin Chengzong, a Chinese musician, pianist, and composer, was born into a Christian
family in Gulangyu (the home of the piano in China), Xiamen City, Fujian Province 1941. He
began to learn how to play the piano at the age of seven and held a solo piano recital at the
age of nine. At the age of twelve, he was admitted to the attached high school of the Shanghai
Conservatory of Music in the first place.20 Two months after entering the school, he was
selected into the expert class by the Soviet Professor, Des Sherov. In 1959, he won the gold
prize in the piano competition of the Seventh World Youth Peace and Friendship Festival in
Vienna. In 1962, he won the silver award of the second Tchaikovsky International Piano
Competition in Moscow. In 1965, Yin Chengzong graduated from the Central Conservatory
of Music and became the chief pianist of the China Central Orchestra. In 1960, Yin
Chengzong was appointed by China to study at the Leningrad Conservatory of music in the
Soviet Union. After studying in the Soviet Union for three years, Yin Chengzong finished his
undergraduate piano course ahead of time with full grades in all courses but continued to
study composition and conducting.
During the cultural revolution, the piano’s fate fell to the bottom in China because it was
all western music. Yin Chengzong saw that in the Modern Peking Opera and modern dance
drama at that time, Peking Opera actors and ballet dancers were all active on the stage, so he
no longer waited passively, but was determined to prove that the piano could “make foreign
things serve China” with practice. In May 1967, to commemorate the 25th anniversary of
Mao Zedong’s speech at the Yan’an Forum on literature and art, there was an upsurge of the

20

Page, Tim. “Yin Cheng-Zong review.” The New York Times. Retrieved 5 August 2011.
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organization of Mao Zedong thought literature and art propaganda teams to perform for the
masses. He and several friends spontaneously took a bold action to move an upright piano to
Tian’anmen Square to perform, starting with familiar, popular songs and then letting the
audience choose the songs. Most of the songs were popular quotation songs known all over
the country at that time. Some audience members asked to listen to the Beijing opera, but he
knew nothing about it at that time. However, because the central orchestra had already made
the symphonic music Shajiabang, he was pretty familiar with the melody of this work and
played it from memory. After going back to Tian’anmen, he wrote a part of this work. The
next day, he found someone who could sing and went back to Tian’anmen to perform again
for the masses. The response was very enthusiastic.
Inspired by the performance experience of Tian’anmen Square and the audience’s
demand for Peking Opera, Yin Chengzong had the impulse to create “Red Lantern with Piano
Accompaniment.” So he went to the China Peking Opera Academy to visit his teacher and
made a meticulous study of the Peking Opera and the piano; two art forms belonging to the
different East and West cultures. It was completed in 1968: the “Red Lantern with Piano
Accompaniment” is listed among the “Eight Model Opera.”21The most successful part of the
bold attempt of “Red Lantern with Piano Accompaniment” was the integration of the
outstanding advantages of Chinese and Western music cultures, which opened up an
unprecedented path towards the nationalization of Chinese piano music.

Eight Model Opera: In China, revolutionary operas or model operas were a series of shows planned and engineered during
the Cultural Revolution by Jiang Qing. They were considered revolutionary and modern in thematic and musical features
compared with traditional Chinese operas. Many of them were adapted to film. Instead of the "emperors, kings, generals,
chancellors, maidens, and beauties" of the traditional Peking opera, which was banned as "feudalistic and bourgeois," they
told stories from China's recent revolutionary struggles against foreign and class enemies.
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Figure 9: Score of Red Lantern Piano Part 1
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Figure 10: Score of Red Lantern Piano Part 2
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After the success of the “Red Lantern,” Yin Chengzong began to consider composing
piano concertos with major themes so that the piano could act as a leading role, integrating
into the times and the public life of the Chinese people. He discussed with some students of
the Conservatory of Music, and the theme of the final discussion was Xian Xinghai’s Yellow
River Cantata. In order to create the Piano Concerto of Yellow River, a committee group was
set up, including Yin Chengzong, Chu Wanghua, Sheng Lihong, and Yin Chengzong’s
student, Xu Feixing, as secretary. Led by the representative of the central Orchestra, a group
of five people went to experience life along the Yellow River. Later, the creative team added
Liu Zhuang and Shi Shucheng.
Chu Wanghua, pianist and composer, was born in Lantian, Hunan Province, in 1941. In
1952, he was admitted to the middle school attached to the Central Conservatory of Music,
majoring in piano. He gradually became interested in composition and turned to a theoretical
composition major in 1956. After graduating in 1963, he stayed in the school as a piano
accompanist in the Directing Department and then transferred to the Piano Department to
compose piano works. During the cultural revolution, his father, Chu Anping published some
opinions about Chairman Mao and Premier Zhou in the Guangming Daily. Chu Anping was
labeled as being among “some of the most famous Rightists in China,” and Chu Wanghua
was implicated as “the son of the villain.” At that time, Chu Wanghua wanted to be admitted
to the Central Conservatory of Music. At first, the leaders of the conservatory canceled Chu
Wanghua’s admission notice to the composition department out of pressure. A week later, the
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enrollment team of the conservatory reconsidered Chu Wanghua’s application and let him
enter the piano department.22
Liu Zhuang, born in Shanghai in 1932, was a female composer. She studied piano with
her father since childhood, and with Mccullock in High School. In 1950, she was admitted to
the composition department of Shanghai Conservatory of Music and studied under Professor
Ding Shande, Sang Tong, and Deng Erjing. After graduation, she was sent to the Central
Conservatory of Music as a graduate student to study in the composition class of the Soviet
Professor, Gulov. In September 1958, she served as Assistant Professor of the Composition
department of the Shanghai Conservatory of Music. Two years later, she taught at the
Composition Department of the Central Conservatory of Music.
Sheng Lihong was born in Huzhou, Zhejiang Province, in 1926. He was admitted to the
Composition Department of the Chongqing National Conservatory of Music in 1943. In 1949,
he participated in the founding of the Central Conservatory of Music and then taught in the
Department of Composition. In 1969, he was transferred to the creative group of the Central
Orchestra and participated in the creation and adaptation of the Yellow River Piano Concerto.
Shi Shucheng is a famous pianist and conductor in China. He is currently the resident
conductor and piano soloist of the Central Philharmonic Orchestra. Born in Beijing in 1946,
Shi Shucheng won the first prize of the “Beijing Children’s Concert Award” when he was
young. In 1958, he joined the Middle School attached to the Central Conservatory of Music
and studied under Professor Li Changsun. After graduating from the Central Conservatory of
Music with excellent results in 1969, he joined the Central Orchestra as a piano soloist. He
22
Geng Lei, “Xinnian Fuqin Nanwang Xinagqing.” Taodu Zixun. May 20, 2015.
https://web.archive.org/web/20160304072757/http://www.yixing.gov.cn/default.php?mod=article&do=detail&tid=441849
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studied conducting under the guidance of the American conductor, David Gilbert and began
conducting the Central Symphony Orchestra in 1981. Shi Shucheng has held many concerts
in China and abroad and performed a large number of Chinese and Western piano works,
concertos, and symphonies.
Xu Feixing is a musician and pianist. Born on June 28, 1946, to a musical family on
Gulangyu Island. His grandmother, parents, brothers and sisters all like to play and sing. He
was influenced and educated by music since childhood. He graduated from the Central
Conservatory of Music. He learned from the famous fellow pianist, Yin Chengzong. In 1968,
Xu Feixing graduated with excellent grades. He was assigned to the highest orchestra in
China - the Central Orchestra, and became a famous piano accompanist.
After the success of the Yellow River Piano Concerto, Yin Chengzong found that there
were not enough Chinese piano works to play at that time. He felt that he needed to create a
batch of Chinese piano solo works to complete the whole concert. Yin Chengzong was
allowed to form a creative group composed of himself, Chu Wanghua, Liu Zhuang, Li
Yinghai,23 Du Mingxin,24 Wang Jianzhong25 and others to write piano solos.
The creative group selected some ancient songs, such as “Ambush,” “Spring River
Flower Moonlight Night,” among others, which represented the essence of traditional
Chinese music. They visited many pipa performers,Yang Yinliu, Cao Anhe, and others,
collecting lots of data and listening to a lot of recordings. After one year’s worth of research
23
Li Yinghai :(1927–2007), a famous contemporary Chinese composer, music theorist, music activist, vice president of
China Conservatory of music.
24
Du Mingxin: (1928–) is a Chinese composer. He went to Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory to study composition. After
returning to China he taught in the composition department of the Central Conservatory of music. In creation, the emphasis
is placed on the instrumental music genre.
25
Wang Jianzhong: (1933–2016), a famous Chinese composer and pianist. He was admitted to the Shanghai Conservatory of
music in 1950 and studied in the Department of composition and piano. He graduated in 1958 and stayed in school to teach,
former vice president of Shanghai Conservatory of music. Many of his piano works have successfully integrated Chinese
folk music with Western musical instruments and are deeply loved by Chinese audiences.
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and creation, he wrote piano solos such as “Ambush on All Sides,” “Moonlight Night on
Spring River,” “Autumn Moon on Pinghu,” “Three Six,” “Three Lanes of Plum Blossom,”
and “A Hundred Birds Facing the Phoenix.” They have made great contributions to the
development of the Chinese piano repertoire.
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2.3 Birth of the Yellow River Piano Concerto
With the coming of the cultural revolution, China’s door was closed to the whole world
again, and the class struggle became the primary political task at that time. In response to the
policy instructions at that time, the central orchestra was soon banned from performing any
Western orchestral works. Even Xian Xinghai’s Yellow River Cantata, which was once called
“People’s Musician” by Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai, failed to escape the disaster and was
banned by the then central Committee of the Communist Party of China. It was a great vocal
work, but there is a risk of loss.
The popularity of “Red Lantern” by Yin Chengzong not only popularized music
education for the weak masses, but also popularized the piano. He became a household name,
whose portrait was often printed under the washbasins, which was often the same treatment
of heroes, martyrs, and revolutionary tutors at that time. There is no doubt that Yin
Chengzong’s success in creating the piano accompaniment “Red Lantern” made it possible
for him to create the Yellow River Concerto in a relatively loose buffer period.
Since its establishment in February 1969, the members of the Yellow River Committee
have constantly been changing. Yin Chengzong seconded composer Sheng Lihong from the
Central Conservatory of Music to lead the orchestra orchestration. Sheng Lihong was in the
Piano Department of the Central Conservatory of Music at that time, specializing in the
creation of piano teaching materials. He and Yin shared the same ambition in exploring the
creation of Chinese piano works in the past. This time, he spent much effort and seconded
him to the Central Orchestra as a partner.
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Xu Feixing is a young piano accompanist who has just been assigned to work in the
Central Orchestra. He used to be Yin’s student. Yin kept him in the group, asked him to help
with some secretary work, and partly participated in the creative group discussion. In the next
few months, the young pianist Shi Shucheng also partly joined the activities of the creative
group because he was a soloist in group B of the Yellow River Piano Concerto.
Understanding the creation intention of the Yellow River can better understand and play the
work. The two of them, relying on the intelligence and sensitivity of young people, also
expressed some excellent opinions. Nevertheless, they do not do any actual creative work.
When Yin Chengzong was asked to set up the Yellow River creation group, he invited Liu
Zhuang.
According to Chu Wanghua’s memory: “Our Committee group was established in
February 1969. At the end of March and the beginning of April, we went to Hukou yellow
river waterfall in Jixian County, Shanxi Province. It was very shocking. The sound of the
waterfall was deafening. When we talked to each other, we had to shout to our ears. The
roaring sound, the waterfall splashed, the water spray, close to the words, the whole body wet.
The surging of the Yellow River in the lyrics, or the boatman fighting against the rough
waves with all his life, is also a witness on the spot. It has a direct inspiration on creation and
Inspiration on the structure.”26
By the early summer of 1969, the first draft of the Yellow River Piano Concerto had been
completed. During the audition, more than ten people, including Li Delun, Yan Liangkun, Du
Mingxin, and the voice directors of the central symphony orchestra, were invited. Yin
26
Zhang Honglu, “Yu Zuoqujia Chu Wanghua Tan Gangqin Xiezouqu Huanghe.”Tongqisheng.May 1, 2020.
https://www.sohu.com/a/392534710_372670
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Chengzong is the soloist, and Chu Wanghua is the second piano. From August to December
1969, after completing the brewing plan, experiencing life, mass collective discussion, and
approval of the amendment to the first draft, it entered the second stage of the overall
operation. The Yellow River Piano Concerto was completed by Yin Chengzong, Chu
Wanghua, Liu Zhuang, and Sheng Lihong, fighting day and night.
In February 1970, the Political Bureau of the CPC Central Committee examined the
Yellow River Piano Concerto in the auditorium of the Great Hall of the people. At the end of
the performance, Premier Zhou Enlai exclaimed excitedly, “Xian Xinghai is resurrected!”.
On May 1, 1970, the Yellow River Piano Concerto was officially performed in Beijing
National Culture Palace. In 1971, Yin Chengzong visited Romania, Albania, and Yugoslavia
with the Central Ballet. Before performing ballet “White Haired Girl” and “Red Detachment
of Women,” he first performed Yellow River Piano Concerto.
After Nixon visited China in 1972, China’s literary and art circles ushered in a relatively
open period. The London Symphony Orchestra, the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, and the
Philadelphia Philharmonic Orchestra visited one after another. Yin Chengzong performed the
Yellow River Piano Concerto with these orchestras.
The success of the Yellow River Piano Concerto is also a crystallization of collective
wisdom, from the boatman’s chant of the Yellow River to the composition techniques of
XianXinghai’s East-West integration, and then to the composition and performance skills of
Yin Chengzong and others. They combined western instruments and Chinese vocal music.
One dissertation, “The ‘Yellow River Piano Concerto’: Politics, Culture, and Style,” takes a
similar approach, saying, “this piano concerto has a tumultuous history and background,
28

before the concerto, all forms of Western music were banned, and classical musicians
suffered great persecution. The Yellow River Piano Concerto displays aspects of Chinese
nationalism and Socialist Realism fused in virtuosic pianistic display”.27



Shing-Lih Chen, “The ‘Yellow River Piano Concerto’: Politics, Culture, and Style.” Unpublished DMA dissertation,
University of British Columbia, 1996, 26.
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Chapter 3 Yellow River Piano Concerto Music Analyze
The first movement of the Yellow River Piano Concerto does not follow the standard
form of the concerto’s first movement. It adopts the rondo form, but it still meets the
requirements in speed. The second and third movements both adopt the narrative
multi-paragraph musical form. In the third movement, the musical expression becomes rich
with the increasing momentum of the content, and the tonality also changes. The fourth
movement is the most distinctive. In order to distinguish it from the Western Concerto, the
composer changed the rondo form in the first movement and adopted the Chinese melody and
pentatonic mode in the mode.
Each movement of the work is relatively independent, making a massive contrast in the
aspects of content and music image. At the same time, the whole piece is closely linked to the
basic theme of the Chinese national liberation struggle. Several basic tones are constantly
throughout the whole piece. In terms of music layout, the first movement shows the basic
theme, echoes the beginning and end, and alternates the movements in the middle so that the
whole piece has a high degree of unity. The music language is bright and concise, popular
and easy to understand, and has a distinctive national style.

First Movement - The Song of the Yellow River Boatmen
This movement is adapted from the original Cantata “The Song of the Yellow River
Boatmen,” The material is also selected from the original chorus,. The order arrangement is
not different from the original cantata. It mainly shows the heroic boatman fighting with the
turbulent Yellow River.
30

This movement adopts the rondo form, which are A, B, A’, (B+C), A2, D, and A3, and
it’s in D Gong key. (Chinese pentatonic scale do have five notes, they are Gong (⪭), Shang
(⑈), Jue (壔), Zhi (⺶), Yu(亿), D Gong scale will be D, E, F-sharp, A, B).

A
1–15

Candenza1 B
16
17–24

A’
25–38

B+C
39–74

A2
75–82

Candenza2 D
83
84–92

A3
93–11
3

Figure 11: First Movement Structure

The orchestra took the lead to enter, opened the music theme, and then played trumpet
and violin together to imitate the sound of the horn, followed the fast up and down of the
chromatic scale of the woodwind music, which set off the majestic momentum of the Yellow
River running straight down. It reminds people of the scene where the boatman yelled: “Ho
Hei, Ho Hei,” fighting with the waves together. To describe the action of calling the boatmen,
the piano concerto opens with a falling tone from a grace note F-sharp to E, and the strings
create the effect of the raging water of the river. Displayed by the Example, the piano
arpeggios sweep upwards and downwards, mimicking the furious waves of the Yellow River.

Figure 12: The Song of the Yellow River Boatmenfrom Yellow River Cantata
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Figure 13: Same part from Yellow River Piano Concerto

Figure 14: Piano Arpeggios Part
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The use of a large number of fast chromatic scale gradually strong tone type, timpani,
and cymbals of the long ring and other techniques, are used by the model opera during the
Cultural Revolution.
Then, when the concerto was performed to part B, the boatman’s chant appeared again.
The piano gave full play to its advantages of arpeggios and chords and showed the boatman’s
endurance image of calm “fighting” with its magnificent effect. In response to the orchestra,
made the music reach its climax for the first time, showing the boatman’s indomitable spirit
of fighting against the strong wind and waves. The slow cadenza of the piano comes in as if it
is a breath of rapid music. It depicts the scene of the boatman rushing through the rapids and
dangerous shoals. It seems to see a victory in the difficult struggle, which makes the music
sound more clear. Finally, driven by the powerful running sentences of the piano, it
reproduces the intense music theme, and the whole song returns to the scene of intense
struggle at the beginning.
For performance, I feel the most challenging part is rhythm. Pronounced accents are
through the whole movement, and there are lots of chromatic scales for piano, so it is hard to
get together with the orchestra part. Counting is fundamental if you want to be stable.

Second Movement - Ode to the Yellow River
The second movement is mainly adapted from the second song, “Ode to the Yellow
River,” in the original Cantata. This movement mainly emphasizes “ode.” It is a lyric
Andante movement to praise the Yellow River, which is sometimes quiet, sometimes
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turbulent, like a mother, and like a giant. This movement is in B Flat Gong. ( B flat Gong
scale is B-flat, C, D, F, G)

Figure 15: Beginning of second movement from Yellow River Cantata

Figure 16: Same part from Yellow River Piano Concerto
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A
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B
35–48

C
49–58

D
59–65

Coda
66–72

Figure 17: Second Movement Structure

In the beginning, the solo in the Yellow River Cantata is taken as the basic melody, and
he cello plays a slow and solemn melody. And then the piano solo repeated the theme music.
This part seems to depict the beautiful rivers and mountains in the Central Plains, and the
scene of hard-working people living and working here on both sides of the Yellow River,
playing a majestic movement in the power chord of the piano, forming the climax of the
whole song.
The lyricism is undeniable in this movement, so how to emphasize the melody is very
important. This movement is relatively free, so I think we could take a little bit more time to
extend the long-phrase.

Third Movement - The Yellow River in Anger
This part takes “Ballad of the Yellow Waters”ăVJG fourth movement theme from Yellow
River Cantata as the main melody adds the material of “Lament to The Yellow River”ă the
sixth movement of Yellow River Cantata.
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Figure 18: Ballad of the Yellow Waters from Yellow River Cantata
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Figure 19: Same part from Yellow River Piano Concerto
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According to a lecture by Chu Wanghua, there is a story about the third movement. The
beginning “Ballad of the Yellow Waters” part does have two versions when it is composed.
One of the version is the accompaniment in the draft submitted to the leading group of the
Central Cultural Revolution, which was written by a girl from the Central Conservatory of
Music at that time; The other accompaniment is the arpeggio accompaniment that Chu
Wanghua imitates Guzheng’s scraping technique under the guidance of Yu Huiyong,28 which
is also the accompaniment form in the final draft of the Yellow River. Once the two versions
are compared, the first one is almost a complete imitation of the piano sonata of Mozart and
other classical composers, with solid Western characteristics and weak nationalization; The
second one is a pure national style. No wonder Mr. Zhao Xiaosheng29 regards this
accompaniment as the only classic paragraph of national piano writing techniques in the
Yellow River, which can not be found from western music.

Yu Huiyong: (1926-1977), graduated from Shanghai Conservatory of music. In 1975, he was appointed Minister of culture.
Once participated in the music creation of "model opera".
29
Zhao Xiaosheng: (1945-), famous Chinese composer, pianist, music theorist, and educator, Professor of Shanghai
Conservatory of music.
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Figure 20: Lament to The Yellow River from Yellow River Cantata
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Figure 21: Same part in Yellow River Piano Concerto
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Figure 22: Third Movement Structure
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The third movement displays the employment of Chinese musical elements represented
by Chinese instrumental idioms. Although the ensemble of Chinese instruments of Xian’s
work was replaced mainly by Western instruments, such as clarinets, bassoons, and French
horns, the Chinese instrumental features of this work cannot be ignored. Unique aspects of
the orchestration are the scoring of a Chinese instrument – Zhudi(the Chinese flute) – and the
imitation of the sound of Chinese instruments, such as the pipa and the guzheng. The
Zhudiblows out the theme melody shows the unique music characteristics of the Northern
Shaanxi plateau and then adds the piano to imitate the Guzheng timbre to show the style of
traditional folk music. After the light and happy section played by the piano, the heavy piano
chord and brass music interweave and echo.

Figure 23: Zhudi and Guzheng

The music’s mood is changeable and full of connotation. With the rise of music, piano
solo makes the music more and more intense. Finally, in response to the interweaving of the
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band and piano, the leading music is reproduced with the great momentum of the whole piece,
which shows the people’s grief and indignation under the war.
The third movement is not sung but is a poem to be read and accompanied by Chinese
instruments, featured prominently in this movement along with Chinese percussion
instruments. The poem describes the Yellow River as a gift from heaven, flowing from the
mountains to the sea. The Yellow River is crowned the king of the rivers and is called the
flying dragon. The people of China are referred to as the children and grandchildren of the
Yellow Emperor in this poem. The poet reminds the Yellow River of its glorious past and
laments the current challenging conditions.
The third movement is my favorite, and it does have a huge contrast between the
beginning and the end, and, I think it’s the most challenging movement. The beginning is the
most beautiful part of the whole piece, and there are many technical difficulties in the second
half. The left-hand chromatic scale is tough to project each note clearly in the piano dynamic.

Fourth Movement - Defend the Yellow River
The fourth movement of the concerto is adapted from the seventh movement, “Defend
the Yellow River,” and the eighth movement, “Shout Aloud, Yellow River!” of Yellow River
Cantata, and this movement is the most political one. It is in variation form.
Intro+ Tran Theme

Tran+V1

V2

V3

Tran+V4

Tran

1-20

21-42

43-73

74-95

96-117

118-156

157-198 199-218

V6

Tran

V7

Coda

219-239

240-328

329-383

369-383

Figure 24: Fourth Movement Structure
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V5

Figure 25: Fourth Movement - Defend the Yellow River
The part of the band once again took the lead, playing a solemn melody theme with brass
instruments, followed by a colorful piano section, in which the tone of “Oriental Red” was
added. When the theme of Oriental red appears, the whole music reaches its climax. Before
the end of the music, the music skillfully combines “Defend the Yellow River,” “Oriental
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Red,” and “Internationale.” Finally, the work creates a majestic climax in the majestic music
atmosphere, ending the whole piece.
The “Oriental Red” part is played as a theme to praise Mao Zedong and the song’s
original lyrics keep singing “Chairman Mao and the Central Party Committee launch a war
appeal.” The quotation of East is Red serves as an ultimate glorification of Mao by
comparing him to the sun. Similar to the way people praised their emperors in ancient China,
Mao was treated as a godlike leader sent from heaven.

Figure 26: Oriental Red Score
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Figure 27: Oriental Red in Yellow River Piano Concerto

Figure 28: Internationale
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Figure 29: Internationale melody in Yellow River Piano Concerto

The Yellow River Piano Concerto, which is based on the Yellow River Cantata, can be
distinguished from it by specific characteristics, which because the melody of “Oriental Red”
and “Internationale” is integrated into the last chapter at the same time. This suggestion from
a worker makes the Yellow River Piano Concerto go out of the Anti - Japanese War
background of the song of the Yellow River Cantata, and have the era mark of the particular
historical period of the Cultural Revolution.
The Yellow River Cantata was born in the Anti - Japanese War era, while the Yellow
River Piano Concerto was born in the Cultural Revolution era. Both of them are turbulent
times. The works have profound connotations and are full of the passion of the times.
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The theme of this movement looks simple, but not easy to play well because it has lots
of big jumps for right – hand chords, so have to move quickly when performing. For this
movement, I think the technique is not the first thing, and the most important thing is to push
the mood of the whole piece to the climax. Every time I was shocked when I heard the fourth
movement, not because of its good composition skills, in fact, I think there are still many
things worth improving in composition, but its spirit moved me. Maybe understanding the
Chinese culture and history of this period will be better to feel it.
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Conclusion
For the music work Yellow River which was birthed in a special historical period, is still
being appreciated by people because of its extraordinary artistic value. Some people say that
the times have made the Yellow River, and the Yellow River has been spread to the present
because of its performance of the spirit of the time.
Although the Cultural Revolution is an unforgettable memory in Chinese history, it has
produced some artistic achievements in promoting the well-educated people to return to
ordinary people’s life. However it has caused a significant deviation in purpose due to the
aggressive form. The Yellow River Piano Concerto is one of such achievements. If there was
no historical environment to force the artists to go out of the Conservatory of Music, to
understand the aesthetic needs of the ordinary people at that time, and to play the traditional
music loved by the masses with Western musical instruments, it would not only be difficult
for Western classical music such as piano and orchestra to be popularized by the masses, but
also make these musicians lack the motivation of life-oriented creation, It's hard for western
music to spread in China. At the same time, it is difficult for our folk music to get the chance
to integrate with western music. Therefore, on the one hand, the Yellow River Piano Concerto
has improved the aesthetic music level of the people in China and started to be in line with
international standards; On the other hand, it also promotes Chinese traditional music to the
world.
At present, there are a large number of studies on the Yellow River Piano Concerto in
China, but not many in foreign countries. The research literature in China and abroad mainly
focuses on thematic research, which is divided into books and dissertations.
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Most of the books are the score of the Yellow River Piano Concerto. For example, the
People's Music Publishing House reprinted the general score of Piano Concerto "Yellow
River" and the Two Piano of Piano Concerto "Yellow River". In addition, there are some
critical studies. For example, the magnificent Ode to the People's War -Praise Piano
Concerto Yellow River and Praise Yellow River Concerto published during the Cultural
Revolution period. Most of them are full of political praise for the Yellow River Piano
Concerto and seldom mention its artistic achievements. Obviously, these political discourses
came into being in the special environment and background of the Cultural Revolution. In my
opinion, I don't think they have great reference value at present.
There are three kinds of research contents in the research literature of the thesis. The first
is about the development of the Chinese piano. For example, Li Songlan's Chinese Piano’s
Beginning, Qu Ge’s National Characteristics of Chinese Piano Music in the Second Half of
the 20th Century, and Zheng Yuan’s Creation of Chinese Piano Music in the Second Half of
the 20th Century. The second is about the background at that time, the content of the work,
the performance techniques, and the style of expression. Chu Wanghua published How the
Piano Concerto was Born,

and Shi Shucheng published Piano Concerto Creation and

Modification. The third category is about the performance version of the Yellow River.
Zhang Shaofei’s Comparative Study of Piano Concerto Versions, Chen Lizai'sTalking About
Different Versions of Piano Concerto, and so on.
At present, our analysis and Research on the Yellow River Piano Concerto is just the
beginning. There are still many aspects of this work’s performance theory and academic
research that we have not conducted in-depth research and discussion. Because of the unique
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historical situation of this work, we should look at it in the specific environment at that time,
taking into account its artistic influence and artistic value in society. Although from the
aspect of music, the Yellow River Concerto has many shortages, as I said in the beginning,
the Yellow River is not only a musical work, it can be said to be a concentration of the
history of that period, it is the first step attempt of Chinese piano development. The Yellow
River Piano Concerto, with its unusual artistic charm, is deeply loved by people, and it also
promotes the development of China's piano industry to a certain extent.
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